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Abstract
A central theme in previous studies of heading judgements has been whether the retinal flow field can be decomposed to recover
the translation component of locomotion when flow also contains the effects of gaze rotation. We explored not just the effect of
moving gaze, but also moving attention away from the locomotor path by presenting the case of fixating a road sign and
completing different attentional tasks during locomotion. Heading errors increased significantly with attentional load, in the
absence of extra-retinal gaze information. When we introduced extra-retinal gaze information with the same tasks this resulted in
a significant improvement in heading judgements. These results lead us to question whether the decomposition argument translates
to real-world judgements of locomotor heading. If observers need to closely attend to roadside information it seems that
decomposition is ineffective, whereas if they have the latitude to alternate gaze it is unnecessary. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There has been considerable interest in how we con-
trol our direction of motion when we are looking at a
point other than where we are heading. A typical
example that has been presented is travelling down a
road while directing gaze toward a roadside sign (War-
ren, 1998). An issue of debate has been whether the
observer in such a setting can recover their direction of
heading from the visual (retinal) information. With a
fixed image plane, linear translation across a textured
ground plane produces a radial optic expansion that is
symmetrical around the direction of heading (Gibson,
1958). If the eye is stable, relative to the locomotor axis,
then the retinal flow field should also be radial provid-
ing a clear indication of current heading (Fig. 1a). If the
observer fixates an environmental feature, such as a
road sign, that is eccentric to the locomotor heading
then the eye must rotate to maintain gaze on the sign.
The rotation of the eye introduces a rotational compo-
nent into the retinal flow field, which displaces the
focus of outflow from the direction of instantaneous
heading and can make the flow field curvilinear1 (Regan
& Beverley, 1982; Warren & Hannon, 1988). There has
been a considerable volume of research into whether
heading can be recovered from a retinal flow field such
as Fig. 1b or c. Within this research there has been two
variants of the paradigm employed to test human head-
ing judgements.
1.1. Simulated rotation paradigm (SR)
The core paradigm in the body of research has been
the introduction of simulated gaze motion into the
displayed image, through rotation of the viewpoint for
the computed image (e.g. Warren & Hannon, 1988).
This image is then presented to an observer who fixates
a stationary point on the screen, hence a curvilinear
1 Note that the field need not be curvilinear. A special case is where
the observer is on a curved path, and is fixating a point that lies
ahead on their path, such as may occur in driving around a road
bend. In this case the flow lines are straight, but not radial. Hence
there is a simple solution in the case of steering to where you are
looking which does not require the judgement of instantaneous
heading (Wann & Swapp, 2000).
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Fig. 1. (a) Linear translation across a dense ground plane with forward fixation yielding a radial flow pattern. (b) If gaze sweeps across the ground
plane (with fixation cross) the flow field is curvilinear and similar to the pattern that would arise for a curved trajectory with eye stabilised. (c)
Flow field if the eye fixates a ground feature (shaded ellipse). Although this pattern is curvilinear there is not a distinct curved trajectory that
would yield this pattern in the presence of fixation (see main text). In all cases actual heading is toward the vertical line.
flow field is presented to the display, and the retina,
without any actual rotation of the observer’s eye.
1.2. Gaze rotation paradigm (GR)
An alternative to the SR paradigm has been to
require the observer to track a fixation point that
moves within the display, inducing an eye movement.
In this setting the flow field on the display might be
radial, but the retinal flow will be curvilinear, due to
the eye-motion and there is the potential for the ob-
server to estimate the degree of eye rotation from
extra-retinal information. This was used in the first
experiment of Warren and Hannon (1988), but was
then used more extensively by Royden, Banks and
Crowell (1992).
If the observer can accurately estimate heading in the
SR setting then this argues for the ability to decompose
the retinal image, on the basis of its statistical proper-
ties and recover locomotor heading. Warren and Han-
non (1990) provided a detailed evaluation of the
different approaches to decomposition. If an advantage
is demonstrated in the GR setting then this argues for
the role of extra-retinal signals in aiding the recovery of
heading from the retinal image. Crowell, Banks,
Shenoy and Anderson (1998) extended the GR
paradigm to appraise not just the contribution of eye-
motion signals, but also that of neck proprioception
and vestibular signals. The most sophisticated variant
of the GR paradigm was introduced by Banks, Ehlich,
Backus and Crowell (1996) who varied the proportions
of simulated eye rotation and actual eye rotation in
proportional ratios of: 1.0:0; 0.75:0.25; 0.5:0.5; 0.25:
0.75; and 0:1.0. This set of studies demonstrated a
systematic improvement in the accuracy of judging
heading as the proportion of actual eye rotation in-
creased. An additional issue in this corpus of research
has been the rate of gaze rotation. The pattern of
results seem to support an argument that heading can
be recovered purely from the retinal image if the (simu-
lated) gaze rotation is below 5–6°:s, but above this rate
then extra-retinal information seems to provide an ad-
vantage (cf. Stone & Perrone, 1997).
There is a conflation within the SR and GR
paradigms, however, that has received less debate.
Most of the investigations that have provided support
for an extra-retinal contribution have used a task where
the fixation point (and hence the eye) sweeps across the
ground plane2 (Fig. 1b), whereas many of the studies
supporting decomposition have presented (or simu-
lated) a fixation point that is locked to the ground
plane (Fig. 1c). This difference is important. It can be
seen in Fig. 1b that a gaze sweep produces a retinal
flow field that looks very similar to the flow that would
result from motion along a curved path, to the right,
with the eye stabilised and therefore observers may
2 A number of experiments have also used dot clouds rather than a
ground plane, we limit our experiments to motion across a ground
plane.
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interpret this as a curved trajectory, unless they
‘know’ that their eye is moving (Royden, 1994). Al-
though the flow field in Fig. 1c also has curved fea-
tures, this pattern would not arise if the observer was
on a curved trajectory to the fixated feature. Van den
Berg (1996) noted that the type of flow observed in
Fig. 1c could arise if the observer was on a curved
path, rotating around the fixation point, with an ad-
ditional translation along the radius of the path. The
important distinction is that although this is an alter-
native interpretation of Fig. 1c, in both cases (linear
translationeye-rotation, or rotation around fixa-
tion translation along the radius) the observer
would move to the same spatial location in the next
frame, the only difference is whether the eye or the
body:vehicle has rotated to maintain target alignment.
This is not the case for the alternative decomposition
of Fig. 1b where the two options specify different
paths through the environment. Hence, it may be the
case that extra-retinal signals are required to disam-
biguate the type of flow presented in Fig. 1b but not
required to disambiguate Fig. 1c. In line with this
Banks et al. (1996) demonstrated a distinct advantage
of extra-retinal information when three participants
judged heading for gaze-sweep displays, but this ad-
vantage was not evident for two of the participants
when the display required ground fixation.
In natural locomotor settings gaze is often directed
and fixed upon features that are locked to the ground
plane, such as a road sign or upcoming bend (Land
& Lee, 1994). Sweeping gaze across the ground plane
is a less common behaviour and in typical locomotor
tasks may only occur in transient switching from one
fixation to another (Land, 1998). Hence, although
compensation for gaze sweeps is an interesting area
of investigation, we considered the primary issue to
be the recovery of heading when the observer is fixat-
ing an eccentric feature on, or locked to, the ground
plane. The comparison of findings from gaze sweep
and gaze fixation paradigms introduces an additional
source of confusion
There is strong evidence from a series of studies
with the SR paradigm that locomotor heading can be
estimated to within 2–5° error when the fixation
point is locked to the environment (Warren & Han-
non, 1988, 1990; van den Berg & Brenner, 1994a; van
den Berg, 1996). One major factor, however, seems to
have been largely ignored in this body of research. If
we are travelling through our environment by walk-
ing, running, cycling or driving a car then it is natu-
ral to ‘look where you are going’ (Land & Lee,
1994). If an observer directs gaze eccentric to their
locomotor heading it is normally to detect or process
some information. It may be to read a direction from
a road sign, to search for a familiar feature such as a
shop front, or even to admire an attractive pedes-
trian. All these tasks require the allocation of visual
attention. It is well established that if the attentional
load is increased in central vision then there is a de-
crease in the ability to monitor peripheral informa-
tion, which can be characterised as a decrease in the
functional field of view (FFOV, e.g. Ball, Beard,
Roenker, Miller & Griggs, 1988). Royden and
Hildreth (1999) compared the ability of observers to
judge linear heading and 3D object motion when at-
tention was directed to one or both of the task ele-
ments. Their conclusion was that although the
detection of 3D object motion was limited by atten-
tional resources, the judgement of heading was not. A
generalisation of this finding would seem to be that
car drivers can still judge heading when they are
looking to the pavement. The Royden and Hildreth
study, however, required observers to fixate a central
cross, while a radial flow was presented peripherally.
This task could be completed by the detection of the
focus of expansion (FoE), and does not introduce the
rotational confound of the SR and GR paradigms.
Hence a more valid generalisation of these findings is
that car drivers can still judge heading if attention is
allocated elsewhere, when their gaze is stable and the
retinal flow pattern is radial.
In the majority of the research on heading using
the SR and GR paradigms participants have been
required to fixate or follow a cross, but have been
free to allocate their attention to where they judge is
appropriate. If there is no reason to attend to an
eccentric feature then in a natural setting it is highly
likely that the observer will switch gaze back towards
their locomotor path. This reduces the task to one of
perceiving heading from a marginally displaced radial
retinal flow field and the whole debate is unnecessary.
We argue that if flow decomposition (with or without
extra-retinal inputs) is to be effective it should be
robust under conditions where gaze is directed away
from the path for the reason of picking up informa-
tion. If there is an attentional requirement at the
point of fixation this raises a simple set of questions:
1. If an observer is gazing eccentrically and allocating
attention to their point of gaze are they still able to
recover heading from the retinal flow field?
2. Is there a negative correlation between the level of
the attentional load and accuracy of heading
judgement?
3. Does the introduction of an attentional load change
the emphasis that might be placed on extra-retinal
information in judging heading?
The rationale for (3) is that as the FFOV decreases, the
task of decomposition may become more difficult due
to a decrease in the processing of peripheral flow and
extra-retinal information may become more salient.
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2. Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to address ques-
tions (1) and (2) above and examine performance in the
SR paradigm when there is an attentional load associ-
ated with the point of fixation. Our hypotheses were
that heading accuracy would decrease as attentional
load increased, and that the greatest deficit would be
observed when the attentional task had a visuo-spatial
requirement.
2.1. Display conditions
A number of previous research studies have used
both point-light clouds and point-light ground planes.
A ground plane contains depth order that disam-
biguates proximal flow from distal flow and there is a
strong argument that animal visual systems have
evolved to extract information from a ground plane
(Gibson, 1958). Rushton, Harris and Wann (1999) ex-
amined performance advantages associated with
ground plane displays using an active steering task.
They concluded that performance differences are prob-
ably due to differences in the spatial distribution of
point-lights rather than the differences in depth order
information. However, we did not wish to revisit this
debate here and so chose the more natural case of
motion over a ground plane rather than through a rigid
cloud. We also wished to avoid the use point-light
stimuli as these present contrast and aliasing features
that are seldom found in natural scenes and on conven-
tional CRTs can produce motion streaks due to phos-
phor persistence. We used ground planes that were
textured with bit-maps taken from natural materials.
Although the texture mapping algorithms only approxi-
mate the transformations that would occur in natural
scenes they do capture some useful features, such as the
loss of resolvable detail in the distance and the dilution
of flow vector information when moving over a fine
grained texture. Two textures were used in the first
experiment. An ORDERED texture was equivalent to
block paving and provided structured linear features,
this may provide an advantage in identification and
decomposition of the rotational component. A
SPECKLE texture was generated from a bit-map of a
concrete surface and provided discernible optic flow
without any obvious structure. Examples of the pro-
jected textures are shown in Fig. 2. Van den Berg and
Brenner (1994b) have proposed that binocular informa-
tion provides an advantage in judging heading (c.f.
Ehrlich, Beck, Crowell, Freeman & Banks, 1998; Rush-
ton et al., 1999) so we also presented the displays
stereoscopically. By combining these factors our aim
was to present the observer with a display that captured
many of the features of a natural scene.
2.2. Participants
Six participants (four males 23–43 years and two
females 25–31 years) participated. All of the partici-
pants had some prior experience of heading-judgement
displays and none of them required optical correction
Fig. 2. Simulated environment for Experiment 1. Left and right panels display the ORDERED and SPECKLE texture, respectively. Upper panels
show examples of the start position, the lower panels display examples from during motion of the NUMBER and ARROW stimuli, respectively.
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Table 1
Rate of gaze rotation (°:s) at different time points when signpost
stimuli changed in Experiment 1
Sign contentTime Heading eccentricity
4° 8° 12°
0.25 Fixation cross 1.3 2.6 3.8
0.5 First stimuli 1.5 3.0 4.4
1.8 3.5 5.20.75 Second stimuli
Fixation cross 2.1 4.31.0 6.3
planar surface of the sign, however, rotated during
observer motion such that it was always normal to the
line of sight. This removed any cue to heading that
might be recovered from the perspective transformation
of the square surface (Beusmans, 1998). The texture on
the ground plane was randomly oriented for each trial
to avoid the use of familiar features.
2.4. Heading conditions and attentional tasks
In all cases the conditions simulated a linear locomo-
tor path 4 (91), 8 (91) and 12 (91)° to the left or
right of the fixated sign. For all trials participants
started 12.5 m from the signpost and locomoted at a
speed equivalent to 3.5 m:s for a duration of 1.5 s.
Because the degree of rotation for each frame is calcu-
lated relative to a fixed environmental feature, the
speed of rotation is not constant but increases during
the trial. The rates of simulated rotation for the differ-
ent eccentricities at critical points in the trial are shown
in Table 1. These rates fall within the range where
accurate decomposition of the retinal image might be
expected (van den Berg & Brenner, 1994a; Stone &
Perrone, 1997).
The CONTROL task required participants to fixate a
cross at the centre of the sign while they were presented
with a radial flow to the left or right. This is equivalent
to linear motion with gaze stable, but averted, from the
locomotor path and is similar to the flow field condi-
tions used by Royden and Hildreth (1999).
The NO-COGNITIVE task condition reproduced the
simulated rotation paradigm of Warren and Hannon
(1988), such that the participants fixated a cross on the
signpost that remained centred on the display by rotat-
ing the rendered viewpoint in response to the locomotor
movement. Hence the retinal flow pattern included a
rotational component, equivalent to that which would
arise from gaze rotation, but without any actual gaze
motion occurring.
The COLOUR condition was identical to the NO-
COGNITIVE for the first 0.25 s after which the sign
changed to a single colour for 0.5 s, followed by a
second colour for 0.5 s, then the white background and
fixation cross re-appeared for the final 0.25 s. The
participant had to report the last colour seen as soon as
the motion stopped.
The NUMBER condition was identical to the NO-
COGNITIVE for the first 0.25 s after which the sign
changed to a single digit number for 0.5 s, followed by
a second single digit number for 0.5 s, then the white
background and fixation cross re-appeared for the final
0.25 s. The participant had to report the next number
that would follow in the series as soon as the motion
stopped.
The ARROW condition was identical to the NO-
COGNITIVE for the first 0.25 s after which the sign
to view the displays. Two of the authors (JPW, DKS)
were participants.
2.3. Simulation en6ironment
Stimuli were generated from an SGI Onyx using
DVS software libraries (Division, Bristol, UK) and
presented at a resolution of 12484922 via back-
projection using an Electrohome projector with fast
phosphor tubes to reduce ghosting of the stereo-images.
For all conditions images were generated at 30 stereo
pairs:s with a viewpoint set to each individual’s eye-
height. The participants sat 1 m from the screen which
then presented a field of view 9072°. Participants
wore CrystalEyesTM shuttered glasses that were pulsed
at 120 Hz to provide stereo images at 60 Hz. The
interior of the viewing booth and the screen surround
were matt black and the booth was sealed from outside
light. Infra-red illumination and an IR sensitive camera
was used to monitor gaze. This was used to ensure
compliance with the fixation conditions but actual
point of gaze measures were not calculated. A head
mounted microphone recorded verbal responses where
appropriate. We presented participants with simulated
locomotion through a virtual environment where the
task was to fixate a signpost to the left or right of their
path and complete a cognitive task that was presented
on the sign. All participants were informed that: (i) they
were on a linear trajectory, but that the viewpoint in
front of them was rotating, similar to looking through
a camera mounted on a vehicle that was panning to
lock onto the sign; (ii) they should maintain fixation on
the sign until motion stopped; (iii) they should complete
the attention tasks presented to the best of their ability;
and (iv) they should also try to monitor where they
were heading, without looking away from the sign.
After locomotion ceased the participant was presented
with a red vertical bar on the horizon that could be
moved left or right using a joystick. They used this to
indicate their perceived linear heading, before initiating
the next trial using the joystick buttons. The sign was
centred at eye-height with an environmental size equiv-
alent to 1 m square and expanded in the visual image in
response to the translation of the view point. The
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Table 2
Task conditions for Experiment 1
Flow pattern on displayCondition Attentional task at fixationFixation point
Radial (offset 4, 8, 12 91°)CONTROL NoneScreen centre
NO-COGNITIVE Eccentric sign Simulated rotation (SR) None
COLOUR Eccentric sign Simulated rotation (SR) Report last colour
Simulated rotation (SR) Report next number in sequenceEccentric signNUMBER
Eccentric sign Simulated rotation (SR)ARROW Report next direction in sequence
changed to an arrow that pointed to one of eight 45°
positions for 0.5 s, followed by a second arrow in a new
position (45° clockwise or anticlockwise) for 0.5 s, then
the white background and fixation cross re-appeared
for the final 0.25 s. The participant had to report the
direction that would follow in the series as soon as the
motion stopped.
Examples of the NUMBER and ARROW stimuli are
shown in Fig. 2. Participants completed six practise
trials under each condition and then a block of 18
experimental trials for each condition. Constant error
(mean signed error) was calculated as an indication of
bias, with the sign used to indicate under-estimation
(negative) or over-estimation (positive) of heading di-
rection. Root-mean-square (RMS) error was calculated
as a second indicator of performance as it is sensitive to
changes in either accuracy or variability. Data were
analysed in a two (texture type) by five (attentional
task) repeated measures ANOVA with Greenhouse–
Geisser correction of probability values (Tables 1 and
2).
2.5. Results and discussion: Experiment 1
All participants maintained fixation and completed
the attentional tasks as instructed. There were no errors
on reporting the next colour, but a very small number
of errors on the NUMBER and ARROW attention
tasks. These were so infrequent that these trials were
not excluded as the goal of the tasks was simply to
divert attention rather than test participants’ numerical
skills. On a small number of trials participants seemed
unable to resolve even the nominal direction of their
heading and indicated that they thought they were
travelling to the opposite side of the sign. The incidence
of these errors is displayed in Fig. 3 and it maybe
observed this only occurred in tasks with some degree
of additional attentional load. To recognise whether
heading was to the left or right of the sign the partici-
pant merely needed to register the direction of flow
curvature and we assumed errors of this type indicated
a gross failure of heading perception. These trials were
excluded from the participant means analysed because
a large error to the opposite side of actual heading
would bias the result toward our hypotheses, but may
simply reflect a lapse of concentration.
Fig. 4 displays the constant (mean signed) error and
root mean squared (RMS) error for the five task condi-
tions. There was no significant difference in any of the
results obtained with the ORDERED or SPECKLE
texture types; F(1, 20)0.152. In the control condition,
where participants were presented with radial flow with
an eccentric FoE the constant error was close to zero
(0.017°; RMS error 2.43°). As expected there was a
significant increase in errors when simulated rotation
was introduced into the displays. There was a strong
linear trend across the rotation conditions for both
constant error and RMS error; F(4, 20)35.36, PB
0.001; F(4,20)25.39, PB0.001. All the simulated ro-
tation conditions introduced a signed error that
indicated that participants tended to bias their response
towards the sign (or screen centre) and hence under-es-
timate the eccentricity of their simulated heading. When
considering constant error there was no significant dif-
ference in the errors observed in the COLOUR task as
compared to the NO-COGNITIVE task, although both
were significantly less accurate than the CONTROL
task (PB0.05). Both the NUMBER and ARROW task
resulted in significantly greater under-estimation than
the COLOUR of NO-COGNITIVE task, although the
NUMBER and ARROW task were not significantly
different from one another. Post-hoc comparisons of
Fig. 3. Frequency of wrong-side judgements in Experiment 1, where
participants indicated heading to be to the opposite side of the sign to
the direction of simulated motion. ORDERED and SPECKLE tex-
ture are indicated by brick and dot fills, respectively. NO-COG —
fixate the sign with no additional attentional task; COLOUR —
report last colour seen; NUMBER — report next number in series;
ARROW — report next clock direction in series.
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Fig. 4. Mean signed error (upper) and RMS error (lower) for heading
judgements under the control condition and four variants of the SR
paradigm: NO-COG — fixate the sign with no additional attentional
task; COLOUR — report last colour seen; NUMBER — report next
number in series; ARROW — report next clock direction in series.
Negative errors in the upper panel indicate an under-estimation of
heading eccentricity.
may be necessary for high speed running and 2–4° has
been proposed as an acceptable range for human loco-
motion (Cutting, Springer, Braren & Johnson, 1992).
For a car travelling at 30 mph on a 4 m wide road a
heading error of 4° would cause the driver to veer
across the centre line in approximately 0.5 s, or hit the
far curb in 2 s. Equivalently a pedestrian 2 m from a
standard (0.8 m) door frame, who made a 4° heading
error, might just pass through without hitting his:her
shoulder. A similar level of accuracy was maintained
when the task simply required the recognition of a
colour. This confirms that some level of central process-
ing can be performed without impacting on heading
performance. This may be due to covert switching of
attention, because in principle the COLOUR task only
required a very short period of attention to the sign.
When a higher cognitive load was introduced, however,
the heading errors increased significantly (RMS errors
of 6.15 and 6.76° for NUMBER and ARROW, respec-
tively, averaged across texture conditions). There was a
steady linear increase in error across the tasks, but our
hypothesis that the visuo-spatial ARROW task would
introduce a specific disruption was not confirmed. This
argues for a general effect due to reduction in the
functional field of view (FFOV) rather than a conflict
between visuo-spatial requirements of the attentional
task and the processing of heading. The COLOUR task
included a similar verbal report requirement, so there
are no grounds for supposing that it was simply re-
sponse interference.
The pattern of errors was consistently toward under-
estimating the eccentricity of heading, which has been
observed in previous studies. This could be due to
participants misperceiving the path as being curved,
which in the SR paradigm would bias judgements to-
wards the central fixation point. All participants, how-
ever, were quite clear that the displays simulated a
linear path and all had previous experience of similar
types of display, hence any such bias would be implicit
rather than a misunderstanding by participants. It is
also the case that this bias could reflect the use of the
(non-transforming) shape of the sign as a cue to head-
ing (Beusmans, 1998). This bias, however, should affect
all the experimental conditions and does not explain the
increasing bias across tasks. Given that the bias was
away from extreme eccentricities, towards the centre of
the range this may simply reflect a contraction bias,
which is a general tendency in many domains to bias
responses to the mean of the range (Poulton, 1989). The
different texture types had no impact on the results. We
had assumed that a structured linear texture such as the
block-paving displayed in Fig. 2 may provide a stronger
feature-oriented indication of the direction of rotation
as compared to a speckled pattern that only supported
optic flow. This was not confirmed.
the RMS error confirmed the same division. Coding the
attention tasks with an orthogonal polynomial, how-
ever, confirmed that there was a significant linear trend;
F(1,15)42.17, PB0.001, across the four levels (No-
Cognitive, Colour, Number, Arrows, excluding
Control).
These results confirmed our first hypothesis, that
increasing the attentional load at the point of fixation
would reduce the accuracy of heading judgements. In
the control condition, participants constant error in
judging heading was less than a degree with a within-
subject standard deviation of 2°. In this case the display
provided a radial flow field, but the FoE for this was
presented at 2–14° eccentric to gaze fixation. This
demonstrated that our participants could judge heading
accurately if a radial flow is presented peripherally, and
there is no rotational component (either simulated or
from gaze motion). Compared to the control bench-
mark there was an increase in error when simulated
rotation was introduced into the display. The mean
signed error (1.98°) and RMS error of (4.4°) was
similar to that observed in a number of previous exper-
iments using active participant responses (van den Berg,
1996; Banks et al., 1996) but is at the fringes of being
ecologically acceptable: Accuracy of the order of 1°
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3. Experiment 2
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to build upon the
findings of Experiment 1 and address question (3) from
the introduction: Given the increase in heading errors
when attention is diverted in the simulated rotation
(SR) paradigm, does extra-retinal information play a
role in disambiguating the displays? For this we added
actual gaze rotation to the attentional tasks of the
previous experiment.
3.1. Methods
Experiment 2 employed the same general display
conditions, methodology and participants as Experi-
ment 1. The ground plane used a single texture pattern
that fell between the ordered and speckle patterns. This
contained edges and boundaries but without any linear
structure (Fig. 5). The alignment of the texture was
varied on each trial so there were no consistent land-
marks. The CONTROL, NO-COGNITIVE and AR-
ROW attentional conditions were repeated, but the
intermediate conditions of COLOUR and NUMBER
were excluded. The heading conditions were changed to
include a variant of the GR paradigm used by Banks et
al. (1996). This systematically varied the ratio of simu-
lated versus actual gaze rotation from 1.0:0 to 0:1.0.
We used three variants of this ratio:
SR–100%: the rendered image simulated all of the
required camera rotation, with no gaze motion re-
quired by the participant and as such was a direct
replication of Experiment 1;
SR–0%: there was no simulated rotation in the ren-
dered display and as a result the image of the sign-
post moved to the left or right across the screen as it
would relative to a car windscreen. In this case 100%
of the rotation in the retinal flow results from the
gaze motion of the participant to keep the sign
fixated;
SR–50%: in this condition the rendered image simu-
lates half of the rotation that should occur on each
frame, the other 50% resulting in motion of the sign
across the screen, thereby promoting gaze motion by
the participant.
The speed of rotation was not constant but increased
during the trial as specified in Table 1. An infra-red
eye-camera was once again used to monitor gaze.
In the SR–0% and SR–50% conditions a cue to the
general direction of heading could be provided by the
respective increase and decrease in the visual gap be-
tween the sign and display surround. The simple heuris-
tic would be that locomotor heading must lie
somewhere within the larger sector. To prevent the use
of this heuristic a set of computer generated shutters
moved with the sign such that the sign always lay
midway between them (Fig. 5). Once again all ambient
illumination was excluded and the display luminance
reduced to obtain a match between the shutters and the
display edges when viewed through the CrystalEyes
filters. High luminance yellow was flashed on the screen
for 1 s between every trial (approximately every 4 s) to
offset dark adaptation. As a result in the SR–0%
condition participants rotated gaze to maintain fixation
on the sign, but because the sign was always centred in
a black surround, there was no reduction or expansion
of the sign’s subtense with respect to the display edge
(see Fig. 5). As in experiment 1, the locomotor heading
angles varied between 4 (91), 8 (91) and 12 (91)° to
the left or right of the fixated sign.. The shutter size was
chosen such that for all conditions the final heading still
lay within the bounded area. In the SR–0% and SR–
50% each trial began with the scene camera rotated in
the direction of the sign, so the sign was centred at the
start (Fig. 5 upper), but at the completion of a trial the
actual heading direction was not coincident with the
centre of the screen. Participants completed six practise
trials under each condition and then 30 experimental
trials for each attention condition. The rotation condi-
tions (SR–100%, SR–50%, SR–0%) were run in sepa-
rate blocks, with a rest between each, and order of
presentation was randomised across participants. The
same measures of constant and RMS error were calcu-
Fig. 5. Simulated environment for Experiment 2. Left panel displays start position, with computer generated shutters (see Section 3.1). Right panel
displays an example during motion in the SR–0% condition. Note that although the sign is displaced to the side, it is still centred within the
shutters.
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Table 3
Task conditions for Experiment 2
Flow pattern on displayCondition Attentional task at fixationGaze rotation
Radial (offset 4, 8, 12 91°)CONTROL NoneNone
NO-COGNITIVE
100% Simulated (SR) NoneSR–100% None
50% Simulated50% NoneSR–50%
Radial NoneSR–0% 100% (GR)
ARROW
SR–100% None 100% Simulated (SR) Report next direction
50% Simulated50% Report next directionSR–50%
100% (GR)SR–0% Radial Report next direction
lated as in Experiment 1 and data were analysed in a
two (attentional task) by four (rotation condition) re-
peated measures ANOVA with Greenhouse–Geisser
correction of probability values (Table 3).
3.2. Results and discussion: Experiment 2
All participants completed the attentional task as
instructed and gaze records confirmed that they tracked
the sign as instructed. Control performance was very
similar to Experiment 1 with a constant (signed) error
of 0.08° and a RMS error of 2.08.
The analysis of both error estimates confirmed once
again that the introduction of rotation into the retinal
flow pattern disrupted performance relative to the con-
trol condition. The main effect between the NO-COG-
NITIVE and ARROW task was also reconfirmed;
F(1,15)7.38, PB0.05. Fig. 6 displays the pattern of
results for both constant and RMS error. There was a
strong trend across RMS error for the rotation condi-
tions; F(3, 15)12.53, PB0.001; which when coded
with an orthogonal polynomial (with CONTROL ex-
cluded), confirmed a significant linear trend across SR–
100% to SR–0%; F(1, 10)7.664, PB0.05. Similar
trends were evident in the constant error, but these
were less robust. Although the SR–0% condition re-
sulted in a significant reduction in error compared to
SR–100% (PB0.05 for both attentional tasks), SR–
0% did not achieve the level of accuracy observed in the
control task (PB0.01 for both attentional tasks).
The display conditions in the SR–100% task are
almost identical to the experimental conditions in Ex-
periment 1 and present the basic SR paradigm. The
SR–50% and SR–0% introduce extra-retinal correlates
of gaze motion. In all three tasks the same curvilinear
flow pattern should be presented to the retina(e), the
difference being that the rotational component arises
from simulated gaze rotation in SR–100%, but results
from actual gaze rotation in SR–0%. The presence of
extra-retinal information did significantly enhance per-
formance, although it does not result in performance
equivalent to perceiving a peripheral radial pattern
(CONTROL condition). Experiment 2 reconfirmed the
attentional deficit demonstrated in Experiment 1, al-
though the effect was slightly weakened. This may be
due to a practise effect, given that by the end of
Experiments 1 and 2 participants had completed a total
of 126 trials on the ARROW task and may well be
finding a dual task strategy for this condition. This does
Fig. 6. Mean signed error (upper) and RMS error (lower) for heading
judgements under the control condition and three variants of the
NO-COGNITIVE and ARROW task used in Experiment 1. SR–
100%: all the viewpoint rotation is simulated as in Experiment 1.
SR–0%: no simulated rotation, so participants use gaze rotation to
fixate the sign. SR–50%: half of the required viewpoint rotation is
simulated. Negative errors in the upper panel indicate an under-esti-
mation of heading eccentricity.
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not argue against the general effect, merely that if you
practise monitoring a specific stimuli in a specific situa-
tion you will improve as you become accustomed to its
spatio-temporal properties (e.g. switching times, proba-
bilities). Because the results of Experiment 1 suggested
the ARROW task may reduce the ability of partici-
pants to decompose a rotational flow field, we had
hypothesised that extra-retinal information would
provide the most benefit in this task. There was some
support for this. The performance benefit from SR–
100% to SR–0% for the NO-COGNITIVE task was a
RMS error reduction of 1.52° whereas for the AR-
ROWS task it was 1.83. In relative terms, however,
this is an equivalent improvement of approximately
30% for both tasks.
4. Discussion
As outlined in the introduction the previous issue of
debate has been whether heading can be estimated
when an observer needs to direct gaze away from the
locomotor path. If the observer is undergoing linear
translation and is able to direct gaze towards their
direction of heading there is little argument that Gib-
son’s (1958) original assertion holds. If gaze is averted
from the path, but is stable, then the flow field will still
be radial, but the FoE will be peripheral. The control
condition in this study confirmed that our observers
could reliably judge heading in this case, and Royden
and Hildreth (1999) demonstrated that this can be
accomplished while completing additional attentional
tasks. The more complex issue is when gaze rotation
occurs such as for a sweep across the ground plane or
fixating an eccentric environmental feature. We exam-
ined the latter case but proposed that one seldom, if
ever, fixates eccentrically to the locomotor path without
also allocating some level of attention with gaze. We
chose conditions that we felt were reasonably ecologi-
cally valid, looking a few seconds ahead at the speed of
steady cycling, and these resulted in median rotation
rates of 2–5°:s which fall within those used in previous
research. Our observers did cope reasonably well with
the simulated rotation displays provided they simply
had to fixate, without any attentional requirement.
Their performance deteriorated significantly if gaze
fixation was accompanied by anything more demanding
that a simple colour detection task. Hence the primary
finding was that the level of attention allocated at the
point of gaze impacts upon the ability of the observer
to estimate their heading from retinal flow (without
extra-retinal information). This may seem a relatively
obvious statement, but addresses the issue of whether
heading is recovered via parallel processing of the flow
field or whether it requires focused attention (Royden
& Hildreth, 1999). Our results suggest that decomposi-
tion of a flow field requires focused attention, or if it is
processed, the delivery of heading information is ham-
pered by concurrent attentional tasks.
In Experiment 2 we introduced extra-retinal informa-
tion as a correlate of rotational flow using the paradigm
of Banks et al. (1996). Our results supported their
earlier findings and confirmed that extra-retinal infor-
mation can improve the accuracy of heading judge-
ments, irrespective of whether the task had an
attentional load. Actual gaze rotation did reduce the
impact of the attention task, but it is worth noting that
it did not enable judgements to be as accurate as in the
radial-peripheral control condition. Hence, the compen-
sation provided through extra-retinal signals was only
partially effective.
These results complement rather than conflict those
of Royden and Hildreth (1999). Their findings sug-
gested that peripheral radial retinal flow could be pro-
cessed with little or no attentional allocation. Hence,
there is rapid ‘parallel’ processing of radial flow with a
clear FoE, which would not require decomposition to
recover heading. We addressed the problem of recover-
ing heading when the radial flow is contaminated with
a rotational component arising from viewpoint rotation
and found this did require focused attention. When
attention was limited judgements were biased towards
the centre of the rotational field, potentially in line with
the parallel processing of the FoE in the radial case.
Despite a large number of studies into judgements of
heading in the presence of rotation, it is still not clear
whether this is what we actually do when locomoting.
This issue was raised by Nakayama (1994): ‘As yet,
howe6er, researchers ha6e not gone beyond these psycho-
physical obser6ations to show that animals actually use
this information to perform real locomotor tasks’. More
recently more Rushton, Harris, Lloyd and Wann (1998)
have questioned whether retinal flow and heading are
used in the visual guidance of locomotion on foot. Our
results reinforce doubts as to whether it is necessary to
decompose flow, and thereby recover heading, during
natural animal:human behaviour. The problem to be
solved by decomposition arises if you are directing gaze
eccentrically, but it seems that decomposition may only
be effective if you are not attending to where you are
looking. This seems an artificial requirement. It may be
the case that car drivers could dual-task by swapping
attention between central and peripheral visual areas,
while holding fixation. But in this case a much simpler
and more expedient strategy would be to alternate gaze
between the roadside and a stable forward position (e.g.
Land, 1998). This would reduce the problem to one
similar to our control condition, and negates the need
for decomposition. To make the argument that observ-
ers do make heading judgements when fixating or fol-
lowing a feature off their path, it is useful to
demonstrate that their heading accuracy is equivalent
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to what might be achieved by alternating gaze. Rela-
tively few studies have compared the heading judge-
ment performance of participants in gaze rotation
paradigms with the ‘best case’ for the same participants
on a radial task with equivalent spatio-temporal
parameters. We suggest that there is a need to identify
the conditions under which human observers can fixate
eccentrically, process information, and still judge head-
ing as accurately as their ‘best case’ performance.
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